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1 Introduction

Non-matching grids are becoming more and more common in scientific computing.

Examples are the Chimera methods proposed by [20] and analyzed in [2], the mortar

methods in domain decomposition by [1], and the patch method for local refine-

ment by [6], and [17], which is also known under the name ’numerical zoom’, see

[9]. In the patch method, one has a large scale solver for a particular partial differ-

ential equation, and wants to add more precision in certain areas, without having

to change the large scale code. One thus introduces refined, possibly non-matching

patches in these regions, and uses a residual correction iteration between solutions

on the patches and solutions on the entire domain, in order to obtain a more refined

solution in the patch regions. The mortar method is a domain decomposition method

that permits an entirely parallel grid generation, and local adaptivity independently

of neighboring subdomains, because grids do not need to match at interfaces. The

Chimera method is also a domain decomposition method, specialized for problems

with moving parts, which inevitably leads to non-matching grids, if one wants to

avoid regridding at each step. Contact problems in general lead naturally to non-

matching grids.

In all these cases, one needs to transfer approximate solutions from one grid to

a non-matching second grid by projection. This operation is known in the literature

under the name mesh intersection problem in [12], intergrid communication problem

in [16], grid transfer problem in [18], and similar algorithms are also needed when

one has to interpolate discrete approximations, see [13, Chap. 13].

2 Towards an Optimal Algorithm

There are two problems that need to be addressed in order to obtain an efficient pro-

jection algorithm, a combinatorial one and a numerical one: the combinatorial one

stems from the fact that in principle, every element of one grid could be intersecting
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with every element of the other grid, and hence the naive approach immediately leads

to an O(n2) algorithm, where n is the number of elements. This is well known in the

domain decomposition community, see for example [4]. The numerical difficulty is

related to the calculation of the intersection of two finite elements, which is numeri-

cally difficult, because one needs to take numerical decisions whether two segments

intersect or not, and whether one point is in an element or not. For the patch method,

[17] state: “Some difficulties remain though since we must compute integrals in-

volving shape functions that are defined on non-compatible meshes”. They use as

approximation a midpoint rule, computing only in which element the barycenter of

the elements of the other grid lies. The influence of the error of a quadrature rule for

this problem is studied in [15]. The authors in [4] mention the substantial complexity

increase when going from one- to two-dimensional interfaces, and a sophisticated

program with many special cases is used to compute the projection, as explained

by [3].

If one needs to interpolate values only, the numerical intersection problem is

avoided, and an elegant way to reduce the complexity to O(n logn) was introduced by

[10], in form of an additional adaptively refined background Cartesian mesh, called

quadtree in 2d and octree in 3d. This approach is currently widely used, for example

in contact problems, see [11], where the overall complexity of the simulation process

is still dominated by the nonlinear monotone multigrid method. A related approach

is to use a binning (or bucket) technique, introduced by [14], see for example [18],

and the MpCCI code from the Fraunhofer [8]. Faster algorithms can be obtained, if

neighboring information for each element is available: in the case of interpolation,

one can use an advancing front technique that starts, for each new point at which

one needs to interpolate data, a local search in the neighborhood of the element

where the previous point was interpolated. Only if this search is not successful in

less than a constant number of steps a brute force search is launched, see [13]. This

approach leads to an algorithm with close to linear complexity. A related technique

uses a self-avoiding walk, see [12], with a vicinity search. This search can only fail

after a boundary element had no intersection with any element of the other mesh,

in which case a quad-tree search is employed. This leads to what the authors call

approximately linear complexity. Further techniques for treating the boundary are

given in [13].

Computing the intersection of elements numerically was first studied in the com-

puter graphics community under the name “polygon clipping”, see [21] and refer-

ences therein. The basic algorithm works as follows: one marches along the edges

of one polygon, and whenever an intersection is found, one switches the polygons

and marches on the edges of the other one. As soon as one returns to a point al-

ready visited, the intersection polygon is obtained. This algorithm is extensively

used in computer graphics, and a generalized version, which can also handle self-

intersecting polygons can be found in [7], where we also find the quote: “So far we

have tacitly assumed that there are no degeneracies, i.e. each vertex of one polygon

does not lie on an edge of the other polygon. Degeneracies can be detected in the

intersect procedure . . . In this case we perturb the vertex slightly. If we take care

that the perturbation is less than a pixel width, the output on the screen will be cor-
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rect.” While for computer graphics, a natural scale for the truncation is the pixel, it

is more difficult to determine acceptable perturbations for numerical applications.

Since we did not find an elegant and robust solution for degenerate cases in the con-

text of mortar applications, we propose an entirely different algorithm below, which

can also easily be generalized to three-dimensional interfaces. A numerically robust

way to determine intersections is however presented in [19], who is using adaptive

precision floating point arithmetic. The award winning mesh generator “triangle” by

the same author computes intersections of two non-matching triangular grids using

this approach.

For a problem in two dimensions, the mortar method has one-dimensional inter-

faces, and a simple algorithm based on the ideas of merge sort computes the projec-

tion in O(n) steps, where n is the number of elements touching the interface, see [5].

We show in this paper a generalization of this algorithm to higher dimensions. We use

an advancing front technique and neighboring information, which is often available

in finite element meshes, in order to obtain an algorithm with linear complexity. Its

implementation is surprisingly short, and we give the entire Matlab code. For com-

puting the intersection, we use a new approach, which turns out to be numerically

robust and can be generalized to higher dimensions. We show numerical experiments

both in 2d and 3d, which illustrate the optimal complexity and negligible overhead

of the algorithm.

3 The Algorithm for Computing the Intersection

We now present an algorithm that computes the intersection polygon of two arbi-

trary triangles. It first computes all edge intersections, and all corners of the tri-

angles that are contained in the other one. Then the algorithm orders the set of

points obtained counterclockwise in order to obtain the intersection polygon, see

Figure 1. The graphic primitive EdgeIntersections(X,Y) computes all intersec-

tions of edges of triangle X (corner coordinates stored column-wise) with edges of

triangle Y, including borderline cases by using greater or equal in the decisions. The

routine PointsOfXInY(X,Y) computes corners of triangle X in triangle Y, again in-

cluding borderline cases. The routine SortAndRemoveDoubles(P) sorts the points

in P in counterclockwise order and removes duplicates, which turns out to make the

algorithm numerically robust.

In addition to computing the intersection polygon, the algorithm also returns two

more results needed later: in n which neighboring triangles of X will also intersect

with Y, and in M the integrals on the intersection P of products of element shape

functions of X with the ones of Y, or any related quantity obtained from the routine

MortarInt.

This algorithm can be generalized to compute the intersection of tetrahedra in 3d

(see also Section 5): one first calculates all points were an edge of one tetrahedron

traverses the face of the other, and all corners of one tetrahedron contained in the

other. Then one orders the points face by face counterclockwise. Note also that this

intersection algorithm can easily be generalized to convex polygons and polyhedra.
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function [P,n,M]=Intersect(X,Y);
% INTERSECT intersection of two triangles and mortar contribution
% [P,n,M]=Intersect(X,Y); computes for two given triangles X and Y
% the points P where they intersect, in n the indices of neighbors
% of X that also intersect with Y, and the local mortar matrix M
% of contributions of the element X on the element Y.

[P,n]=EdgeIntersections(X,Y);
Q=PointsOfXInY(X,Y);
if size(Q,2)>1 % if there are two or more

n=[1 1 1]; % interior points, the triangle
end % is candidate for all neighbors
P=[P Q];
P=[P PointsOfXInY(Y,X)];
P=SortAndRemoveDoubles(P); % sort counterclockwise
M=zeros(3,3);
if size(P,2)>0

for j=2:size(P,2)-1 % compute local Mortar matrix
M=M+MortarInt(P(:,[1 j j+1]),X,Y);

end;
end;

Fig. 1. Algorithm for computing the intersection polygon of two triangles.

4 The Projection Algorithm with Linear Complexity

We now show an algorithm that computes, for two non-matching triangular meshes

representing the same planar geometry, the associated mortar projection matrix, see

[1], or any other similar quantity on each intersection polygon defined by MortarInt

in the Intersect procedure. The algorithm is using advancing fronts and the fact

that each triangle knows which are its neighbors, see Fig. 2. The input of the algo-

rithm are two triangular grids. The grid node coordinates are stored column wise in

N. The triangles are stored row wise in T, the first three numbers referring to the nodal

coordinates of the triangle in N, and the next three to the neighboring triangles in T,

both ordered counterclockwise. The algorithm then works as follows: it starts with a

pair of intersecting triangles (assumed to be the first ones in Ta and Tb), which are

often trivially available at a corner, but otherwise could also be found by one direct

search. We then compute first the intersection of these two triangles using the inter-

section routine from Section 3. We then add the neighbors of the triangle from mesh

a as candidates in a list al, since they could intersect with our triangle from mesh

b. Picking triangles from list al one by one, we compute their intersection with the

current triangle from mesh b and add non treated neighbors to the list al until all

triangles in al have been treated. This implies that the starting triangle from mesh b

cannot intersect any triangles from mesh a any more. Now we put all the neighbors

of the starting triangle of mesh b into a list bl, and perform the same steps as for

the first triangle on each one in the list bl, until it becomes empty, and the algorithm

terminates.

We now address the complexity of our algorithm: the key step is that we stored

a starting candidate from list al for each of the triangles added to list bl in list

bil. This information is obtained without extra calculation in the computation of the

intersection. Thus there is never a search needed for a candidate triangle of mesh a
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function M=InterfaceMatrix(Na,Ta,Nb,Tb);
% INTERFACEMATRIX projection matrix for non-matching triangular grids
% M=InterfaceMatrix(Na,Ta,Nb,Tb); takes two triangular meshes Ta
% and Tb with associated nodal coordinates in Na and Nb and
% computes the associated mortar projection matrix M

bl=[1]; % bl: list of triangles of Tb to treat
bil=[1]; % bil: list of triangles Ta to start with
bd=zeros(size(Tb,1)+1,1); % bd: flag for triangles in Tb treated
bd(end)=1; % guard, to treat boundaries
bd(1)=1; % mark first triangle in b list.
M=sparse(size(Nb,2),size(Na,2));
while length(bl)>0

bc=bl(1); bl=bl(2:end); % bc: current triangle of Tb
al=bil(1); bil=bil(2:end); % triangle of Ta to start with
ad=zeros(size(Ta,1)+1,1); % same as for bd
ad(end)=1;
ad(al)=1;
n=[0 0 0]; % triangles intersecting with neighbors
while length(al)>0

ac=al(1); al=al(2:end); % take next candidate
[P,nc,Mc]=Intersect(Nb(:,Tb(bc,1:3)),Na(:,Ta(ac,1:3)));
if ~isempty(P) % intersection found

M(Tb(bc,1:3),Ta(ac,1:3))=M(Tb(bc,1:3),Ta(ac,1:3))+Mc;
t=Ta(ac,3+find(ad(Ta(ac,4:6))==0));
al=[al t]; % add neighbors
ad(t)=1;
n(find(nc>0))=ac; % ac is starting candidate for neighbor

end
end
tmp=find(bd(Tb(bc,4:6))==0); % find non-treated neighbors
idx=find(n(tmp)>0); % take those which intersect
t=Tb(bc,3+tmp(idx));
bl=[bl t]; % and add them
bil=[bil n(tmp(idx))]; % with starting candidates Ta
bd(t)=1;

end

Fig. 2. Algorithm with linear complexity for computing the intersection of two non-matching

triangular grids and the associated mortar projection matrix.

that could intersect the currently treated triangle from mesh b. The algorithm treats

triangles of mesh b one by one, and checks for each triangle at most a constant

number of triangles in mesh a, which shows that the average complexity is linear.

The worst-case complexity however is quadratic, namely when the constant equals

the total number of triangles in mesh a. This situation arises when every triangle of

mesh a intersects every triangle of mesh b, and quadratic complexity is unavoidable

in this case.

Note that our algorithm does not depend on the number of dimensions; it only

uses the fact that each element has a given number of neighbors, which in the imple-

mentation shown is three. We however assumed that the two meshes are connected,

and also that the intersection of one element with the elements of the other mesh are

simply connected. Otherwise the algorithm would need extra starting points in order

to find the complete intersections.
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5 Numerical Experiments

We show in Fig. 3 a comparison of our algorithm with the brute force search, where
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Fig. 3. Comparison in computing time for two-dimensional meshes on the left, and three-

dimensional meshes on the right.

for every element in the first mesh the intersection with every element in the second

mesh is computed. On the left, we show the average computing time for twenty

projection calculations in two dimensions, each time with two random triangular

meshes, and on the right a similar comparison for the three-dimensional case, where

we show the average computing time for five projection calculations. In addition to

the asymptotic superiority, we also see that the new algorithm is already competitive

for small meshes, i.e. the algorithmic overhead is negligible.

6 Conclusions

The intersection algorithm we presented for two triangles can be made slightly faster

by first using an inexact range test to quickly exclude non-intersecting triangles,

before starting the actual computation of the intersection.

The projection algorithm itself has also been extended to contact problems, where

the interfaces of the two neighboring domains do not quite lie in the same physical

manifold, and an additional projection “normal” to the interface is necessary. All

codes and a demo are available at www.unige.ch/∼gander.
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